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SINCE OD 1984 r.

COMPREHENSIVE SOLUTIONS FOR BACKUP POWER SUPPLY SYSTEMS, GENERATOR SET RENTAL

Dear Sir/Madame,
HORUS - ENERGIA is a company, which for nearly 30 years has been designing, manufacturing,
suppling and installing generating sets and cogeneration units based on piston engines fueled by
natural gas, biogas and diesel.

CONCEPT
&
DESIGN

We have the potential, to design and provide on installation, which will supply electricity, heat or
cold from several kilowatts to more than two megawatts in a single unit with the ability to connect
multiple units operating in parallel to gain almost unlimited total power output.
HORUS - ENERGIA offers gas cogeneration units based on engines provided by the following topquality manufacturers: MAN, LIEBHERR, PERKINS, CUMMINS; professionalism and flexible
approach to project within the consulting, production and lead time sets company apart from the
other.
We are looking for Customers, which:

demand for electricity power is not covered by power distribution system;

power distribution system is in poor condition, or connection to grid is imposible;

local production of electricity from natural gas leads to lower costs.
Power Gas / CHP units produced by HORUS - ENERGIA are the most reliable, fast to implement
and easy to install compact energy source.
Contact person (inc. foreign language knowledge):
Grzegorz Sekal –Head of Sales Department E-mail: g.sekal@horus-energia.pl Phone: (+48) 605 120 510
Bank account: HSBC Bank Polska S.A. 97 1280 0003 0000 0030 1964 3031
Statistic ID (REGON): 011907763;
VAT ID (NIP): PL1130236960;
Court Registry ID (KRS): 0000029985 Regional Court in Warsaw, 19th Commercial Dept.
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